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School Days 
 
Apart from constructing ‘Crystal Sets’ to listen to pop music on Radio Luxembourg, it 
was Mr Pearce, my science teacher at school in Reading, that first got me interested 
in electronics when I was 11.  After school he would try to show a few interested 
students how the reel-to-reel tape recorder worked amongst other new electronic 
devices.  This encouraged me to try anything electronic out for myself.  I scrounged 
some scrap radios and televisions from a local electrical shop’s repair workshop.  I 
balanced them on my bike and pushed them all the way home.  These TV’s were 
stripped down at home and rarely correctly put back together again.  With an 
imperfect understanding of EHT it is amazing that I never electrocuted myself. 
 
At that time in the early 1960’s, there were two shops in the town that sold surplus 
government equipment, mainly ex-WD (War Department) electronic kit.  A lot of 
steel grey boxes full of valves, tag strips, wiring and strange connectors.  Most of it 
was way beyond my means or comprehension, but a few scrap bits came my way for 
pocket money prices.  I remember wanting a Type 19 Transmitter/Receiver but this 
was far too expensive.  This was the result of finding one a few years before in some 
woods, near my Grandfather’s house, which was almost completely rusted away 
after years of neglect.  The Army had used these woods during the War and I found 
all sorts of decaying bits which mostly ended up in Granddad’s bin. 
 
In time, I had a small collection of old, partly working, test equipment, second hand 
valves, condensers (as they were then called) and lots of other waxy components.  
With the help of ‘Radio Constructor’ and ‘Wireless World’ magazines, I was soon 
building all sorts of gadgets, erecting mis-matched aerials across the garden, and 
trying to fix broken down equipment.  In those days it was the end of valves 
laboriously built on to a metal chassis and the exciting start of transistors and 
printed circuit boards.  You could do nearly anything with a Mullard OC71, plus the 
power supplies were at ‘safe’ levels. 
 
Somehow football, pop music, girls and scooters increasingly got in the way of my 
electronics hobby and eventually when I had left home my Mother threw all my 
‘electronics junk’ away. 
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Racal 
 
My first full-time job was as a trainee with Racal Electronics in Bracknell.  Racal were 
mainly involved with HF communications for the Armed Forces (the famous RA17 
Receiver and successors).  Their training was comprehensive, I even had to spend 
two weeks in the wiring school with all the new assembly-line ladies learning how to 
wire and solder to military standards.  Although I resented this at the time, it proved 
to be very useful training, as did a few weeks with the coil-winding team.  ‘Q’ wasn’t 
just for James Bond, but measuring inductance and capacitance at various 
frequencies with those grey Marconi Instruments test bridges seemed so laboriously 
slow. 
 
As well as day-release to attend technical college one day and two evenings a week, 
Racal also provided some in-house training in radio frequency communications and 
fundamental electronics theory for all the trainees.  There were about ten of us from 
R&D, Production and Test. 
 
I worked on testing all the individual sub-assemblies, then eventually the complete 
equipment.  The sub-assemblies were far more interesting as this involved the 
discrete circuitry and a variety of test equipment, which was a good learning curve.  
Completed radios involved a lot of screwed down RF screened covers, so tracing a 
parasitic oscillation could be extremely time consuming.  The worst job was the final 
test which involved a termination in place of an aerial and listening with headphones 
while very slowly tuning across all the bands listening for anything that shouldn’t be 
there.  A few hours of that was more than enough! 
 
I modified a scrap sub-assembly to make a test rig which speeded up the test 
process.  I got a £5 bonus for this, nearly a week’s wages.  This taught me that 
innovating might be more rewarding.  The management decided to introduce a 
productivity bonus.  Time and motion inspectors watched while everything was 
tested and allocated a test time per unit.  Needless to say, everything took much 
longer than normal to test.  In the first week of operation we trebled our wages.  The 
test times were rapidly revised downwards and soon afterwards the scheme was 
dropped.  A good example of accountants messing with engineering! 
 
After a year with Racal, I wanted to move on and swinging London was definitely the 
place to be in the late 60’s.  So I applied for jobs at the BBC, ITA and Marconi all of 
whom had advertised in ‘Wireless World’. 
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Equipment Department 
 
A few months later in August 1969 I reported for duty at BBC Equipment Department 
based at Avenue House in Chiswick as a very Junior (OP2) Laboratory Technician.  
This was a slightly scary place with lots of bosses and even bigger bosses with 
impenetrable acronyms instead of names.  Very establishment, all white collars and 
ties, even at the bench!  My previous experience with television had generated some 
interest in how the signal was transmitted (I once blanked out my home area for a 
while by modulating a UHF signal generator with pop music and feeding it back up 
our TV aerial).  Travelling up to London involved a bus, train and underground and 
took about 1½ hours each way. 
 
My first task was testing a microphone amplifier for gain, noise and distortion.  This 
was frustrating as most of the wet tantalum capacitors had to be changed on each 
small pcb after it failed the last test of the schedule, so you had to start all over 
again.  After a few weeks I asked if I could do something else.  I think it was Chris 
Maidwell or Frank East who told me that these amplifiers were an endurance test for 
new recruits.  The record had been 9 months!  One early experience was being sent 
to find a piece of test equipment just after lunch.  Searching around had proved 
unfruitful except for one little used store room found the Assistant Head of the Test 
Laboratory fast asleep in a comfy chair.  Apparently his post lunch siesta was normal!  
Another experience was a guided tour up Crystal Palace transmitter mast.  I much 
preferred the tour around Television Centre Studios. 
 
Avenue House had Central Stores on the ground floor.  This contained a huge 
amount of parts and spares for use throughout the Beeb.  I would get more 
acquainted with Central Stores later.  The first floor had most of the Test Laboratory 
(RF Unit was on the ground floor), Purchasing, Accounts, Standards Section, Outside 
Contracts and Management.  The top floor had the Canteen (very important) and 
Production Workshops (pcb’s, wiring, mechanical, etc).  The Test Laboratory had a 
Head, Assistant Head, 2 Section Heads (Audio & Video and RF & Video), and 8 Unit 
Heads.  Each Unit had 2 or 3 Engineers and a number of Technicians.  There was also 
dedicated Microphone, Loudspeaker and Test Equipment Calibration Technicians. 
 
By December I had moved up a grade to an established post, Laboratory Technician 
(OP2) and moved from audio.  I had also moved home to central London so travelling 
just involved the underground.  Jack Birch’s Unit was involved with the new 
television standards converter NTSC 525/60 – PAL 625/50.  This was a massive 
learning curve for me as I knew nothing about video.  Also it was much more 
interesting work because it involved developing the design for production which 
gave you a more thorough understanding of the technology.  Over the next couple of 
years, I learnt a lot from Jack and his 2 engineers, John Bowers and John Lathbury, to 
whom I am still very grateful.  John Bowers told me that I would never get promotion 
until I wore a suit and cut my hair a bit, he was right and I moved up another grade in 
August 1970 (OP3), but that green suit from C&A caused me to be broke for weeks! 
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Some of the testing could be tedious.  Everything that Equipment Department made 
in its own workshops or was made by outside contractors had to be tested.  Batches 
of 50 or 100 units would arrive, these were usually amplifiers or power supplies that 
had a general purpose use and would end up in Central Stores.  Other specialist or 
larger equipment was made to order in small batches, so these were much preferred 
to work on.  I had to repair a power supply unit that was used in the Test Laboratory 
in the Natlock distribution rack.  Natlock was the technique to synchronise video 
signals from all over the UK.   This power supply had blown its power transistor 
which involved removing the wiring, fasteners, insulating bushes and mica washer.  
Soon after a similar batch of these power supplies arrived for testing.  I quickly 
spotted that there was no heatsink compound included in them.  Fortunately, the 
whole batch was rejected to the outside contractor as I didn’t fancy spending 2 
weeks changing transistors.  I got a thank you from the Head of the Test Laboratory 
for this.  The fault probably wouldn’t have shown up in test as the transistors 
wouldn’t have got hot enough, however they might have ended up all over the BBC 
and failed in service with disastrous consequences.     
 
I joined the IEEIE (Institution of Electrical & Electronic Incorporated Engineers) and 
RTS (Royal Television Society) so that I could attend any relevant technical lectures in 
London.  Often the RTS lectures were held at the IBA in Brompton Road or London 
Weekend Television on the Southbank.  Afterwards we would have a chat and move 
on to the bar or local pub.  In this way I got to know some other technicians and 
engineers working in broadcasting and about some of the other projects being 
worked on.  For me this was high-tech stuff and a lot of it beyond my understanding.  
Some of the contacts made then would be very useful later on.  A lot of the 
independent television companies had ex-BBC staff and some were even ex-
Equipment Department.   
 
Jack Birch lent me his desk so that I could do some of my technical college 
homework at lunchtimes.  The BBC sponsored me through 4 years of day-release.  
Jack and his pals had to find somewhere else to do their daily crossword.  They must 
have had a lot of patience with my antics!  Natlock synchronisation, vertical aperture 
correction, colour synthesiser, television waveforms insertion, sound-in-syncs, 
teletext all followed.  It was amazing how much could be crammed in to the fairly 
fragile analogue television signal as well as luminance and chrominance.  Saturday 
overtime was abruptly cancelled for a while after a whole group of guys were caught 
building colour televisions for themselves instead of testing, while the management 
were absent. 
 
My first exposure to computers was in 1971, the BBC had an ICL Mainframe (1500 
and/or 1900 series).  I had applied for an appreciation course, so along with 
technicians from various other Departments we had a day’s training at ICL’s HQ in 
Putney.  This was followed up with a visit to our Computer Centre which had its own 
building at Sulgrave House in Shepherd’s Bush.  Apart from the very large mainframe 
itself, there were magnetic tape drives, punched cards readers, visual display units, 
line printers, etc.  These required air conditioned rooms, large power supplies, false 
floors and ceilings for cabling and lots of computer operators. 
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In March 1972 two vacancies came up for Senior Laboratory Technician (OP4).  This 
was an open board and there were apparently 144 applicants.  It says an awful lot 
for Jack Birch and his team that the two successful candidates were both his 
technicians.  I was encouraged to join the IERE (Institution of Electronic & Radio 
Engineers) as their publications and lectures were often more relevant to broadcast 
engineering.  So in April my next big project was the new television transparency 
scanner.  I was mostly involved with testing all the video processing pre-production 
equipment and checking all the manufacturing information.  Visits from the design 
engineer to our team would finalise any modifications.  After numerous change-
forms I had just about understood the paperwork process. 
 
Working in the Test Laboratory was an excellent job and with such a variety of 
equipment, the opportunities to understand new broadcast technologies were very 
high.  Most of the engineers and technicians were a really good bunch.  However, 
one engineer in another section made himself unpopular for suggesting a form of 
testing that involved any faults being passed to him to resolve, leaving his 
technicians with less interesting repetitive work.  Unsurprisingly nearly everything 
failed with all sorts of inventive faults, including piercing holes in polystyrene 
capacitors on the full stop of 4.7pF or whatever to make them short out.  Another 
‘difficult’ engineer had his bench mains supply connected via a Variac transformer.  
The neon lamps still glowed at 180Vac but puzzlingly performance was down.  Every 
time the senior engineer came round to help with the problem it disappeared as 
240Vac was restored.  One particular design had lots of ‘AOT’ components, or ‘adjust 
on test’, to get the value of the capacitor or resistor just right.  Later on I found out 
the alternative meaning of ‘AOT’. 
 
I was considering leaving the BBC and going to University full time, as without a 
degree in electronics it was very difficult to gain promotion to engineer grade.  I had 
applied to Kingston Polytechnic to do the foundation course and then a MSc in 
Electronic Engineering and had been accepted to start the next summer.  In those 
days you could get a local authority grant to go to University. 
 
The next move was totally unexpected as I had cheekily applied for a rare vacancy to 
Engineer grade (MP1) and had surprisingly passed the appointments board.  So 
feeling very lucky and out of my depth I moved to the CEMAST Team in January 1973 
as one of the youngest engineers in the ‘Beeb’ by about 5 years!  CEMAST (Control of 
Engineering Material its Acquisition Storage and Transport) was a major computer 
project to control all of the BBC’s engineering stores.  These were also mad times.  
All of a sudden, I had a desk, assistant and secretary, and was expected to know 
what to do with them without any management training.  We had to identify all the 
items in Central Stores, then categorise and rationalise all these myriad parts so that 
they could be entered on to the computer.  There were thousands and thousands of 
all sorts of weird items so inevitably a backlog grew.  My team rapidly expanded by 
borrowing more and more technicians from the Test Laboratory and taking over 
space and desks from all around Avenue House. 
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This was my first introduction to office politics and bureaucracy, needless to say I 
wouldn’t have been any good in the Diplomatic Service, but hey I was only 22.  The 
project was for Engineering Division, the computer systems analysts and 
programmers worked for Management Services Group in 4 Cavendish Square, the 
Project Manager was Eric Pickering the Head of Valve Section, Transmitter Group, at 
Motspur Park in Surrey, and here I was in Equipment Department snaffling resources 
at an alarming rate and running up a huge overtime bill and by then coding 
Television Centre Engineering Stores and Radio Engineering Stores at Broadcasting 
House as well.  I had three different bosses with sometimes three different agendas.  
Still it was all mostly good fun and we had a really good team spirit, but I probably 
bent far too many rules getting the job done.  We all regularly went to the local pub 
just before it closed in the evening to unwind a bit. 
 
I thoroughly enjoyed travelling around the BBC and attending meetings, exploring 
Broadcasting House and Television Centre.  Suddenly being a management grade 
engineer and being responsible for a growing team of people gave me a lot more 
confidence but without sufficient experience of the non-engineering issues.  I should 
have been offered a lot more management training, there were courses for it at 
Engineering Training Department at Evesham but the CEMAST Project was urgent 
and there really was no time to spare. 
 
By the end of the year the task was almost complete and with just an ongoing 
maintenance role, the team was to be downsized.  I had built up nearly 3 months 
leave in lieu of overtime, plus holidays, so I applied for extended leave.  The request 
slip came back approved the next day, I think they misread 4 months for 4 weeks!  So 
off I went to Australia for 4 months holiday not knowing if I would still have a job 
with the Beeb on my return. 
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Management Services Group 
 
The next move was a transfer outside Engineering Division to Management Services 
Group at Colgate House in Oxford Street, where the Computer Planning Department 
were now based in much better offices than Cavendish Square.  There were lots of 
different computerisation projects going on throughout the BBC.  As Development 
Engineer (MP1), I was to provide engineering support to the CEMAST project.  Each 
different project had a team of systems analysts and programmers allocated to it.  I 
still have my copy of “Control Procedures and Systems Standards for Computer 
Projects” which is still relevant.  Although the computer hardware and software 
technology rapidly advanced, it is surprising how the planning procedures are still so 
applicable today.  I suspect that most of the projects were just too ambitious, over-
budget and over-time, so no change there either! 
 
This was an interesting period and I got involved with data communications (60-0-
60V modems and teletype terminals), programming (punched cards and ICL George 
3), computers (mainframes), and computer typesetting (ICL Letchworth) of the new 
Stores Catalogues.  Working in the West End of London was much better than 
Chiswick, numerous options for lunch and close to all the shops, the Spaghetti House 
off Tottenham Court Road was a favourite haunt for team evenings out.  Again, a lot 
of travelling was involved which I enjoyed.  For a time I had an office in the White 
House (Motspur Park, not Washington) where Valve Section were based.  This was a 
small room in the attic and the fire escape was a rope ladder to be thrown out of the 
window in case of emergency!  They were a friendly crew that bought, stored and 
supplied all kinds of thermionic valves and semiconductors to Transmitter Group. 
 
Another memorable experience was having a teletype terminal installed in our office 
at Colgate House which was directly connected to the Computer Centre at Sulgrave 
House in Shepherd’s Bush.  There were a couple of hours in the evening when we 
were online for program testing.  Before this, a pack of punched cards were sent off 
in the internal post.  It took 3 days to get the run printout back, usually with the 
reasons why your program had so miserably failed to execute. 
 
I also had the chance at last to attend some computer and management courses, as 
well as a technical college evening course on CEEFAX which was the start of the 
Teletext services.  Although I enjoyed the computing experience and had learnt a lot, 
particularly in systems analysis techniques, I was keen to get back to electronics. 
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Designs Department 
 
In April 1975, following another successful appointments board, I moved back to 
Engineering Division as Liaison Engineer (MP2) with Designs Department.  [My 
colleagues in MSG gave me a signed print of an alchemist working in his laboratory - 
I still have it - as they had perceived my new home.]  I was in awe of Designs 
Department, not only had they successfully resisted the CEMAST project, but they 
were also responsible for all the circuit designs of my early work at Equipment 
Department. 
 
I reported to Ron Larry, Head of General Services, on my first day, at Western House.  
After a welcome and a run down of the job, we went upstairs to meet HDD, Eric 
Rout, in his office on the first floor.  I remember him saying that he was impressed at 
my interview that I had been on a CEEFAX course, but I’m sure he knew a lot more 
about it than I ever would.  After this I was introduced to my temporary secretary 
and tiny office up on the third floor, the filing cabinets were all out in the corridor 
because of lack of space. 
 
Liaison Engineer was a really fantastic job with quite a wide remit.  This included: 
“technical liaison with other BBC Departments and external organisations; 
exploitation, negotiation and licensing of BBC engineering designs; production of 
technical information; technical assistance at exhibitions and seminars”.  I was 
largely left on my own to get on with it! 
 
The first task was reading through all the files to get up to speed, there were an 
awful lot of files.  After this, meeting all the Section Heads and getting to know what 
was going on in their laboratories was a truly fascinating experience with so much 
equipment being developed.  At that time there was very little broadcasting 
industry, if the BBC wanted something other than a microphone, camera or 
transmitter, they had to make it themselves.  Designs Department were responding 
to the operational departments’ needs and working up to 3 years ahead.  Research 
Department at Kingswood Warren in Surrey were working up to 10 years ahead.  
This meant that there were some incredibly talented engineers working across the 
whole spectrum of broadcast technology. 
 
Designs Department was spread out over 6 floors of Western House (plus a Model 
Shop in Bentinck House) and was split into 2 groups: Studio Group under Peter 
Denby; and Transmission Group under Gordon Parker then later David Kitson.  Each 
Group was further split into 4 sections.  Studio Group had: Recording Section under 
Bill Hawkins; Special Studies Section under Tim Shelton; Studio Apparatus (Sound) 
Section under Ian Millar; and Studio Apparatus (Television) Section under Russell 
Fletcher.  Transmission Group had: Measurements Section under Eric Holder; 
Monitoring and Control Section under John Shelley; Radio Frequency Section under 
Johnny Johnstone; and Transmission Section under John O’Clarey.  These guys were 
all very busy but generously gave me time to explain more about their projects.  
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Making an appointment with their secretaries was fatal, you just had to knock on the 
Section Head’s door and ask if he could spare you a minute or two. 
 
I received regular management reports (DD1’s & DD2’s) regarding new projects and 
progress on existing ones.  I had to include all new equipment in the ‘bible’ called 
Registered Designs and Coded Equipment (RD&CE) which catalogued all the 
equipment designed by the BBC and also publish information sheets (EDI’s - 
Engineering Design Information) which provided more detailed information to other 
BBC engineers, and sometimes also to other broadcasters and industry.  In those 
days publishing information was a time consuming process:  supervising 
photography and choosing half-tone prints; writing the text and checking the typing; 
organising the printing and checking the proofs; and finally printing mailing labels 
and mailing out sometimes 100’s of envelopes.  A lot of the BBC premises on the 
address list I had never heard of, but would later make an effort to visit.  Needless to 
say, the PC has changed all that.  The printing was often done by the Print Unit of 
Engineering Training Department at Wood Norton.  This was run by Alan 
Warmington, who always met impossible deadlines and made my regular visits to 
Evesham worthwhile and very hospitable.  
 
For a period, I also had to compile Design Department’s submission to the Designs 
Co-ordination Committee (DCC) which was chaired by the Director of Engineering 
and included all the Engineering Division Heads of Departments.  This high level 
committee had to approve all the new design projects.  This took quite a bit of work 
each month but I never got any feedback, after a while the DCC was scrapped.  I also 
wrote a Designs Department Technical Memorandum to define all the technical 
documentation produced by DD.  This included DDMI’s (Manufacturing Information), 
DDTM’s (Technical Memoranda), DD Handbooks, DD Test Reports, Change Forms, 
etc, all riveting stuff! 
 
There was quite a lot of healthy rivalry between Sections and I was a bit of an 
outsider, so breaking down this barrier was not always easy.  Fairly uniquely in DD, 
apart from HDD, I was working across all the projects and although I was only 
superficially involved it did give me an excellent overview of the Department’s work 
which often proved useful.  Most of the engineers were proud of what they were 
designing but also fairly modest.  I was mostly amazed by what was going on.  There 
were a few ‘prima-donnas’ and ‘duff’ projects but these were unusual and with a bit 
of experience more easily avoided.   
 
I’m sure that once or twice I was set up with a completely bogus project by one 
particular Section Head who had a good sense of humour (no names) to see if I 
would publish information on a completely fictional item of equipment.  All good 
fun. 
 
I had avoided one particular training course several times, but in the end Ron Larry 
insisted.  So off I went to Personnel Department to meet HOTS (an interesting 
acronym – Head of Office Training Services) and spent time learning about 
administration, paperwork procedures, filing, and the ‘Beeb’ system.  One lecturer 
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was Tony Buzan who taught us about mind mapping, memory techniques and speed 
reading [possibly the best non-technical lecture I have ever been to and his 
techniques I’m still regularly using].  The BBC also sponsored me to do an Open 
University course on Microprocessors (in my own time) which also proved to be very 
useful.  The μP was just being introduced into new designs.   
 
In 1976 I was given the additional responsibilities of being ‘Television Field Engineer’ 
and the Designs Department member of both the Radio and the Television 
Modifications Committees.  Previously these three different roles had been held by 
engineers from various Sections and possibly were seen as a bit of a distraction. 
 
As Television Field Engineer I had the opportunity to tour around all the television 
engineering departments and act as a point of contact for any ongoing problems 
they had with Designs Department equipment.  There were a lot of different 
departments within CE Tel’s (Chief Engineer, Television) large empire: cameras; 
central apparatus room; film studios; investigations; international; lighting; news; 
outside broadcasts; projects; sound; stores; studio engineering; telecine; videotape 
recording; etc.  This involved me spending a day a week usually at Television Centre 
and I was given my own desk in Investigations on the second floor.  At first, there 
was not much to do as the role had previously been a bit neglected.  Investigations 
were keen for me to get involved, so they could focus on commercial equipment and 
overall systems, and soon started leaving requests on my desk where it involved 
Designs Department.  After all, Television Engineering was probably Designs 
Department’s biggest customer and this role provided an informal link.  I was soon 
spending time in all the engineering areas and getting to know the Engineers and 
Technicians.  Many of the problems were straightforward to resolve and certainly 
helped inter-departmental relations at working engineer level. 
 
The 2 Modifications Committees were monthly forums for senior operations and 
maintenance engineers throughout the BBC to discuss problems with equipment.  As 
the people involved were just below senior management level this was a very 
effective means of communication and co-operation between engineers and 
departments, much was resolved by informal arrangements.  Jack Birch was also on 
these Committees, so I still felt very much his ex-apprentice.  Along with the liaison 
role this opened the door to many visits to other departments and regions to 
promote Designs Department.  The usual bureaucracy was to send memos up, across 
and down the department hierarchies which took time and often put people off 
from doing anything at all.  Now I would get a telephone call from engineers at Ealing 
Film Studios, or Birmingham Network Centre, or Plymouth Radio Studios, or 
Daventry Transmitter Station, etc., asking for technical support.  A quick chat to the 
appropriate Section nearly always resolved things.   
 
To get some operational experience and a better understanding of their issues, I had 
arranged for some short observational attachments to a few of the more popular 
programs.  Nationwide was ‘the’ news program run from Lime Grove Studios and 
with live links to all over the country, this was fraught with difficulties firstly with 
getting the link at all and second with getting synchronisation.  My experience with 
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Natlock was very useful but this was a very stressful program for all concerned.   Blue 
Peter was fascinating in a completely different way with so many competing egos 
vying for attention.  Top Of The Pops was great fun, seeing all the special effects 
using the colour synthesiser that I had worked on at Equipment Department and also 
seeing some of the bands in the Studio and relaxing too much in the TV Centre Club 
Bar afterwards.   These experiences gave me a completely different perspective of 
life at the sharp end of broadcasting.  Studio Engineers were under a great deal of 
pressure to get all the equipment working on demand, reliability was always the big 
issue. 
 
The internal liaison role was a full-time job in itself but fairly straightforward.  It 
mainly relied on providing technical information, having regular contacts with 
engineering staff across the BBC, and regular visits to other BBC sites around the UK.  
The two Modification Committees achieved a lot in an informal way, simply by side 
discussions between the members.  Technical assistance, loan of equipment, 
providing solutions and avoiding duplication of effort all went a long way for no 
charge.  At an engineer level this was all very effective.  When you consider how big 
the Engineering Division was in those days it must have been very difficult to manage 
effectively.  There were so many different engineering departments in Radio, 
Television and External Broadcasting, plus all the specialist departments: RD; DD; ED; 
SCPD; AECD; TCPD; EA; EID; ES; ETD; CD; and Transmitter Group (apologies to any I 
have left out!).  I had to obtain the family trees of all of these to distribute around 
DD, not an easy task and continually changing.   
 
The BBC had premises all over the UK both large and small.  Apart from all the 
Transmitter Stations, I must have visited lots of them.  Bush House was notable 
because of the amazing number of different languages spoken, their canteen was 
truly international.  The Monitoring Station at Caversham Park was similar and their 
associated Receiving Station at Crowsley Park was full of Racal RA17 Receivers that I 
had previously worked on.  There were Radio and TV studios all over London: the 
Playhouse Theatre in Northumberland Avenue; Golders Green Hippodrome; 
Alexandra Palace; Maida Vale; Lime Grove; Shepherd’s Bush (Empire) Theatre; Ealing 
Film Studios; as well as Broadcasting House and Television Centre.  A phone call to 
Ticket Unit would get you tickets to watch many of the programmes being recorded 
that needed an audience.     
 
I had to pass my BBC driving licence test in order to drive or hire vehicles.  This 
involved a visit to the Transport Garage in Balham where an instructor checked your 
ability by getting you to drive a route around the block.  Easy, except he put a half 
full glass of water on the dashboard, you failed if any water was spilt! 
 
The external liaison role was in some ways easy, but also fraught with difficulties.  
The strategy just hadn’t been thought through and inevitably caused problems.  No 
doubt this had grown over the years from small beginnings.  Of course I had no prior 
knowledge of this particular minefield waiting for me.  There were three main areas: 
technical liaison; licensing; and publicity. 
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Technical liaison usually involved individuals, companies and the trade-press 
requesting information.  Sometimes this was redirected by Broadcasting House Post 
Room, sometimes via Engineering Information Department (EID); and sometimes 
direct to DD.  If it related to DD equipment the answer was usually easy to obtain, 
although providing detailed information such as circuit diagrams was a judgement 
depending on the age of the equipment.  Possibly fine to provide circuits of obsolete 
valve amplifiers but not the latest colour separation overlay design.  If the request 
did not relate directly to DD then it was referred back to EID. 
 
Visits from other Departments and Broadcasters also had to be organised and a 
booklet produced to explain Designs Department’s function.  Technical Seminars 
were held for EiCs from Transmitter Group, senior engineers from Television, etc.  
After demonstrations in different Laboratories, the Meeting Room was setup for a 
seminar with a question and answer session.  I had to give a short talk about the 
liaison role and answer some of the questions. It helped that I had already met some 
of the visitors before.  A few engineers from foreign broadcasting organisations also 
had a tour around Western House, but this was less organised.  Occasionally there 
were visits to the independent television companies.  One particular meeting was at 
the IBA’s new Engineering Division headquarters at Crawley Court near Winchester.  
The IBA had quite an impressive R&D team and several of them I had met from my 
RTS lecture days. 
 
A significant part of the job was licensing designs for commercial exploitation.  This 
had been done for a number of years but the returns were fairly small in monetary 
terms.  BBC Engineering was then pre-eminent in broadcasting technology and 
respected World-wide.   These were probably the peak years for Engineering Division 
with, I think, some 5,000 engineers and technicians in non-program making 
departments.  After analysing the existing licence agreements, along with colleagues 
in Engineering Accounts (the finance part) and Engineering Secretariat (the legal 
part), we increased the upfront fees for buying the licence and the ongoing annual 
royalty payments.  This was one hell of a battle as ‘real pound notes’ were a bit of an 
alien culture inside the BBC and mentioning the television licence fee was strictly 
taboo.  I even did a year’s accountancy and finance course at Central London 
Polytechnic in the evenings, for which the BBC sponsored me, so I could understand 
what was going on!  This also meant joining the ACCA (Association of Certified 
Chartered Accountants) to maintain my new qualification up to date.  Maybe the 
issue was to do with commercial activities and this was somewhat against the BBC’s 
Charter, although BBC Enterprises had been established to do just this.  I wrote a 
DDTM on the Licensing and Royalty System and the opportunities for growth, but it 
was not published, probably too controversial and reflected my entrepreneurial 
spirit.  In any event, far more could have been made of the engineering expertise 
and designs if the BBC had wanted to.  The UK broadcasting industry was fairly small 
at that time but growing rapidly with the introduction of more channels, studios and 
outside broadcast facilities.  A lot of them were being run by ex-BBC and ITV 
engineers! 
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Publicity to other broadcasters, trade press and industry mailing lists was increased.  
In some ways this competed with EID’s activities who had far more resources, 
however I had a good working relationship with EID.  Designs Department had the 
opportunity to have some space at the 1976 IBC (International Broadcasting 
Convention) Exhibition at the Grosvenor House Hotel, courtesy of EID.  This was my 
first exhibition experience and it generated a lot of interest and new contacts, plus 
one or two problems.  Peter Tingey had designed a new ferrite rod pre-amplified 
aerial inside some drain pipe tube which we installed on the roof of the hotel.  
Everything was fine at the rehearsals on Sunday and Radio 2 was loud and clear on 
the stand.  On Monday morning Lord Mountbatten was expected imminently to 
review our stand and all we got was static.  Panic stations and someone was sent up 
to the roof to provide a rapid solution even if it meant staying up there all day.  We 
had inadvertently installed the aerial on top of the goods lift motor housing! 
 
I really enjoyed this side as it brought out my entrepreneurial streak.  Meetings with 
various companies followed, first at Western House for demonstrations, then at 
their Company to assess their competence and suitability.  I got to travel all over 
England and often used the opportunity to visit a nearby BBC site as well.  In general, 
people that I met were very hospitable so I didn’t get to spend too much time in 
hotel rooms.  One set of visits involved several days around Birmingham at local 
companies and at Pebble Mill as well.  My secretary had booked me into a 
temperance hotel.  I quickly moved hotels and was upgraded to the bridal suite - 
weird!  My monthly travelling and duty expenses claim form was possibly the highest 
in the Department.  
 
A side effect of this was a move to much better offices on the first floor of Western 
House, to provide a more suitable meeting area.  The following year I organised a 
stand just for Designs Department at the 1977 Video Tradex Exhibition at the 
Heathrow Hotel.  This was a challenging experience and generated a lot more 
interest in licensing especially from smaller companies that were involved in the 
audio-visual market.  The next year was IBC 78 again with EID, this time at the 
Wembley Conference Centre.  Generally the International Broadcasting Conventions 
were a success and an excellent opportunity to meet engineers from other UK and 
World-Wide Broadcasters as well as the broadcasting manufacturing industry. 
 
A notable license was the LS3/5A Loudspeaker to various loudspeaker manufacturing 
companies.  I still remember Maurice Whatton having a bottle of sweet white wine 
with his lunch, courtesy of one company’s hospitality.  Nobody else touched it and 
he had to go straight home afterwards in a taxi.  This now famous loudspeaker also 
caused legal actions as one particular Company was trying to pass off their inferior 
copy as the real thing.  This generated my one and only written complaint (as far as I 
know) to the BBC Chairman’s office, when I had visited their shop and bought the 
offending item for analysis and then suggested that the Company desists.  This 
involved me with meetings with the BBC’s Legal Affairs Department and even visits 
to a Barrister in Chambers.  I think the Company settled the action before it went to 
Court.  I had met the Chairman a while back when we organised his visit to Designs 
Department in 1977 to review all our work.  I doubt that he had a clue who I was, it 
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was a bit like royalty visiting – all new paint and red carpet.  Eric Rout, HDD, was 
visibly nervous on that particular day, I wondered if the mischievous Section Head 
would come up with another bogus project.  In the event all went well and the 
Chairman probably still had little idea of exactly what we were up to with all those 
license payers’ fees. 
 
An opportunity to deputise for senior management arose when Ron Larry was on 
extended sick leave.  There was some discussion about this at our monthly Section 
meeting.  This was more an informal coffee and chat about common interests within 
General Services between Ray Marie (Production), Alec Hill (Drawing Office), John 
Hession (Administration) and myself.  Ray was senior so he usually deputised for 
Ron.  I was happy with that as although like Ron, neither Ray or Alec were engineers, 
they both had large staffs under them.  For some reason I had to deputise at a 
Personnel Management meeting in 33 Cavendish Square.  Not knowing much about 
personnel management, as I was now only responsible for my secretary, and not 
having any briefing beforehand left me in the deep end.  I went to Foyle’s bookshop 
and bought the biggest book I could find on personnel management (I still have it “A 
Textbook On Personnel Management”), then put several paper markers in it at 
random.  I put this on the table at the meeting so everyone else could read the spine 
title.  Nothing much was discussed of importance although the meeting took up 
most of the afternoon with tea and biscuits provided.  I was thankfully not invited 
again! 
 
This demonstrated my own failing in tact, diplomacy and office politics, as I would 
usually find a direct way around a problem rather than playing the game.  John 
Bowers had told me years before that it was futile to try and change things this way, 
better to wait until you are in charge then introduce change.  There were many 
instances of me using alternative methods to get results but although I was winning 
the battles, I was losing the war.  An example was that my secretary needed a 
bookcase next to her desk for information that she regularly referred to.  My 
purchase order for one was rejected as she was not on a high enough grade to have 
a bookcase!  I ordered one for myself and gave it to her, this resulted in a minor 
reprimand even though I pointed out the absurdity of it.  Another time a fitter 
arrived to remove the carpet from my new office, when asked why it was because 
this quality of carpet was only for senior management.  I refused to allow it to be 
changed as it would be a waste of licence payers’ money to scrap a perfectly good 
carpet and replace it with another new one, I never heard any more about that.    I 
realised that this would prevent me getting promotion to senior management in this 
large organisation and anyway I knew that I did not want just an administrative role.  
Writing one annual report for my own secretary was enough for me, Ron Larry 
usually had an annual interview to do every day.  Not my idea of fun.  My annual 
interview with Eric Rout was always positive on what I had achieved for the 
Department, but tinged with some criticism of being a maverick, very true.   
 
In those days everything was typed, corrected and retyped if necessary.  My 
Secretary, Christine Mason, was extremely fortunate to have the latest IBM ‘Golfball’ 
typewriter.  I’m not sure how we wangled that as you had to be on a much higher 
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grade to have one of these and it caused some resentment with the other 
secretaries.  As a lot of the external publicity material was originated on this, we held 
on to it.  Retyping RD&CE (Registered Designs and Coded Equipment) was just too 
big a task though.  This now ran to some 700 plus pages so I wanted to buy a Word 
Processor.  As this was about £7K plus an extra post, a case had to be made to the 
Director of Engineering’s finance meeting.  This was another bureaucratic 
experience!  We installed our brand new Wang Word Processor and its new full time 
WP Operator, Elizabeth, in a corner of the Library.  The Wang had two cassette tape 
drives for operating system and data storage, this was high technology in those days! 
 
This followed on from some previous work by me, Bill Hawkins, Alec Hill and Viv 
Weeks, to rationalise the coding system for BBC Equipment.  Far too many items 
were being mis-coded as ‘Miscellaneous’.  We published our DDTM (Designs 
Department Technical Memorandum) No 4.32 (76) Guide To Coding of Equipment in 
June 1977.  The new RD&CE was published in July 1978 just before I decided to 
resign, so this was for me my last contribution to the workings of the BBC. 
 
I had reluctantly decided to leave the ‘Beeb’, mainly because there was not much 
more I could do to move my present job forward and there was just too much 
opposition to expanding the liaison role.  After 3 years in the post, I was looking for a 
bigger engineering and more entrepreneurial challenge.  As a result of my contacts 
with industry, I had been offered a few jobs, but these involved moving out of the 
South East which I was reluctant to do.  Any route to further progression with the 
BBC in another post or Department would be difficult because I had specialised away 
from the ‘bench’ and I really had no desire to become involved in administration 
without any engineering judgement.  Also, following a visit to the Photokina 
Exhibition in Cologne that summer, where I met my wife to be, I had accepted a 
senior engineering job elsewhere in the broadcast industry. 
 
So that was it!  I thoroughly enjoyed my 10 years at the BBC and remain extremely 
grateful for everything I learnt and particularly to some really gifted colleagues for 
their advice and support.  To have worked in BBC Engineering at its peak even 
though mine was a fairly insignificant role and to have seen so much of the 
organisation was a lasting privilege.  Ever since, I have been really proud to say that I 
was a BBC Engineer. 
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BBC Publications 
 
Engineering Design Information (various) 1975 - 1978 
 
Design Department Technical Memoranda: 

Technical Documentation 1976; 
Guide to Coding of Equipment 1976 
Licensing and Royalty System 1976 (Not Published) 

 
Registered Designs and Coded Equipment, Part One – Equipment.  July 1978. 
 
Technical Seminars (various) 1975 - 1978 
 
Exhibition Guides (various) 1975 - 1978 
 
Design Department Annual Reports 1975 - 1978 
 
 
 

BBC Photographs 
 

 
 
 
 
Making use of the BA10/501 Colour 
Transparency Scanner at Western 
House.  This could take up to 20 
slides and then display the video 
output on monitors in the Meeting 
Room. 
 
I had previously worked on the 
development of the video processing 
units at Equipment Department. 
 
Circa 1975, long hair was in fashion 
then! 
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John Shelley demonstrating the Monitoring and Information Centre at IBC 1976 at 
the Grosvenor House Hotel in Park Lane. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Promoting manufacturing licencing at IBC 1976. 
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What happened to CARFAX and wide ties?  IBC 1976. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Video Noise Reducer at IBC 1976. 
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The Chairman’s visit to Western House in 1977. 
 
Left to Right – Peter Rainger (ADE), Sir James Redmond (DE), David Kitson, Ray 
Marie, Jack Hollands, Sir Michael Swann (Chairman), Alec Hill(just), Me, Eric Rout 
(HDD). 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Official BBC mug shot, circa 1977.  I don’t 
remember what this was for.  This was in 
my new office in Room 108 Western 
House. 
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Video Tradex Exhibition at the Heathrow Hotel in 1977.  This was very successful for 
promoting manufacturing licence agreements, particularly to the non-broadcast 
audio-video industry. 
 
 
 

 
IBC 1978 at Wembley Conference Centre 
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IBC 1978 at Wembley Conference Centre 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

After The BBC 
 
Steve co-founded Avitel Electronics which manufactured video distribution 
amplifiers and time code equipment.  He then started SAS Electronics which 
designed and manufactured equipment for broadcasting, data communications, 
fibre optics, cctv security and defence applications.  After 20 years of SAS, he sold 
the business and retired early, then moved to the south of France.  He is still 
involved with electronics and computers as a hobby. 
 
 

 


